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Abstract

In this mandatory exercise you will use the Diglog simulator to im-
plement and test a minimal CPU that understands four machine code
instructions.

1 The Task

You shall design a logic circuit that implements a minimal 8bit CPU with an
instruction set of 4 instructions. The following specifications for the design make
this task easier than the design of a more general CPU would be:

• You shall use a Harvard architecture (i.e. separate program memory and
data memory, also see lecture of February 21st). Use two SRAM8K cells
for the memory. We will use only 16 addresses (4 bits) of the memory so
you may ground all except the 4 topmost address pins on the left hand side
of the SRAM8K. Set the ’mode’ in the cell’s configuration to ’read-only’
for the program memory and to ’deposit’ for the data memory. (To open
the configuration options for a cell, rotate though the modes displayed in
the lower right corner of diglog (ROT, MIR-, MIR|, CNFG) until you are
on CNFG, then left-click on the cell in the design: Configuration items
will occur in the separate window in Linux and in the same window under
Windows.) The use of a Harvard architecture with a dedicated instruction
bus and a small fast memory has the following advantage:

– You will not really need an instruction register (IR) but can use the
output of the instruction memory directly.

• None of the 4 instructions implements a jump and all of the instructions
can be executed in a single clock cycle. This has several consequences:

– You can actually use a counter (cell 16COUNT) as instruction pointer/program
counter (IP/PC) that simply counts up all the time without interrup-
tion. Make it so that you can use a pulse switch to reset the counter
and use some combinational logic to make it stop as it reaches 16.
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– Since the instructions can be completed in a single cycle you will not
need a state machine that is triggered by the instruction. Simple
combinational logic will suffice.

• There shall be one 8 bit data/work register in the CPU. Let’s call it R.
Use the cell 74374 for that register.

• Other than the instruction bus, there shall be a single system bus (label
it S7..S0) connecting the data memory, (parts of) the instruction bus and
also the output of R to the input of the data register R. You will need
to make sure that only one source at a time is driving every single line of
this bus, so all the sources that may drive it need to be connected to it
’tri-stated’ (also see lecture of February 21st). The memory cell SRAM8K
has a tri-state output already that is controlled by the pin OE. But to
connect the instruction bus and the output of R to the input of R you
shall employ cell 74244 with two sets of 4bit tri-state buffers.

• The four 8 bit instructions are described in the following table. ’DDDD’
in the machine code means ’data’. ’AAAA’ is data memory address.

Description Machine code format
Load the 4 LSBs of R with DDDD 1000DDDD
Load the 4 MSBs of R with DDDD 1001DDDD
Load R from the data memory content at ad-
dress AAAA

1010AAAA

Write R into data memory content at address
AAAA

1011AAAA

All other op-codes should be NOPs (no oper-
ation, do nothing)!!

You can load programs of up to 16 instructions into your program memory
by opening the memory configuration in diglog. Use the arrow keys to go to
’File name to save:’, type a name and return. This creates a ASCII file with
the memory content in the appropriate format. (Also use this method to check
the state of your data memory after you ran a program.) Now use a text editor
to edit the first line of that file (i.e. the first 16 addresses, the only ones we are
using). The convention is that the lowest address are the two bytes (hexadecimal
entries) on the very left, with the 4 MSBs on the right and the 4 LSBs on the
left. So the line

0000:8597B18194A100000000000000000000
executes the program:
85
97
B1
81
94
A1
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Hint: in order to complete all instructions within one clock cycle, you should
use the falling edge of the clock signal to trigger the loading of data register R.

You need also to understand that the flip-flops of the cell SRAM8K are
transparent latches controlled by the pin labeled ’R’: if ’R’ is low and OE is
high the memory at the address determined by the address pins is loaded. If
the data input changes WHILE ’R’ is low, this will also change the content of
the memory cell. Thus, the content that is finally stored is the state of the data
input ’R’ goes high again. In other words, the input to the memory does not
yet need to be stable as ’R’ goes low, but needs to be stable as R goes high.
On the other hand, the address lines should be stable all the time while ’R’ is
low, to avoid that memory cells other than the intended one are overwritten
unintentionally.

2 The Tool

You can start diglog on all Linux machines of the login.ifi.uio.no cluster. To
run it from a Windows machine at the institute you will need to start a Xwin
session by clicking on the Linux icon on the desktop.

Web documentation is available under
http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/∼lazzaro/chipmunk/
If you want to install it on your own Linux machine, compile the source code

found at
http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/∼lazzaro/chipmunk/pickup/pickup.html
You will need the packages psys, and log (and webdoc if you want the online

documentation stored locally). Compiling instructions are on
http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/∼lazzaro/chipmunk/compile/compile.html
A Windows version with a brief description how to use it can be found from

the INF1400 course at
http://www.uio.no/studier/emner/matnat/ifi/INF1400/h10/undervisningsmateriale/

diglog/diglog.html

3 Deliverables

Submit a report in which you include plots of your circuit and (if the bug that
prevents scope mode from working has been found by then) the signal trace
from the simulation. Describe your design and all the signal names that occur.

Submit your report AND THE DESIGN FILE .lgf by mail to your teach-
ing assistant!!! Small test programs will verify if your CPU works correctly.
Please follow the courses web-page announcements, as we will provide some
test-machine code programs with which you can test your CPU.

Good luck!
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